
International Phonograph, Inc., is a small independent label that special-
izes in jazz.  The company believes that the musician is best served 
when the recording quality is of the highest rank, which means for this 
company, analog tape.  All of the recordings IPI makes that we use are 
made in almost all cases on custom tape recorders utilizing handpicked 
and custom microphones.  The result is an organic, realistic presence 
unmatched by any other recordings we hear.  Combined with an 
authentic and high level of musicianship on these performances, the 
listener hears a truly unique and unforgettable experience.   We believe 
IPI is at the forefront of superior quality sound combined with the highest 
level of music.



Recorded at Luna, Sweden on 26/27 May 1983.
Recorded on a studio multitrack recorder, 4th 
Balcony Jump represents original and exploratory 
piano playing by a then unrecognized but deserving 
Swedish talent who was widely acclaimed in 
Europe but lesser known in the United States.   
That is a shame because Wallin was a master of 
textures, using both the bold and the feathery to 
impart his ideas.  With his distinctive classical 
efficiency and architecture, Wallin sounds like 
himself but with just enough hints of Monk, Jarrett 
and Paul Bley to create a fascinating mix of power 
and distinction.  For those into original, boldly 
different piano playing, this trio outing from 1983 is 
the ticket.

Per Henrik Wallin Trio

Drums – Erik Dahlbäck

Piano – Per Henrik Wallin

Bass – Torbjörn Hultcrantz
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Per Henrik Wallin �– 4th Balcony Jump - International Phonograph, Inc.

  

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com

  

 

Recorded at Luna, Sweden on 26/27 May 1983
Engineer – Ove Svenson

Producer – Clas Janson, John William Hardy

1. Home 3:12
2. This Dizzy Scroom 6:15
3. Blind Love 5:34
4. Remember 4:51
5. The Ocean Is Calling 8:30
6. Helsinki Is Calling 1:00

Per Henrik Wallin
4th Balcony Jump


